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Abstract
This study examined the timing of the crime laboratory report relative to arrests in sexual assault cases and explored the relationship between biological evidence and arrest in those cases in which the crime laboratory report came first and thus could have influenced the arrest decision. A random sample (N = 528) of cases that occurred between 2008 and 2010 and included a report to police was drawn from a Massachusetts statewide database of medical reports on sexual assault cases. Data from medical providers were merged with data abstracted from crime laboratory reports and with data requested from police departments. The vast majority (91.5%) of arrests took place before crime laboratory analysis could be conducted. The crime laboratory report was available before or near in time to the arrest in 11 cases. These cases were significantly more likely than other cases to have DNA profiles of the assailant, DNA matches to the suspect, and a match to another investigation.
in the FBI’s CODIS DNA database. Given that the probable cause needed to make an arrest in these cases was presumably established only after crime laboratory analysis was available, DNA may have helped lead to the arrest in these cases. However, these results should be interpreted very cautiously, because statistically significant results in early, small studies can have inflated effect sizes and often do not replicate in future studies. Because most arrests occur well before biological evidence is available, improvements in recovering biological evidence may have modest effects on arrest rates, though they may impact arrest rates by identifying more serial offenders. Future research on the relationship of biological evidence to arrest should use methods to increase sample size of relevant cases, such as oversampling cases with later arrests and using case control study designs. Future studies should also use case abstraction and interview methods to explore how police use biological evidence to make arrests.
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Biological evidence can assist police in making arrests in sexual assault cases. Matching the assailant’s DNA profile derived from biological samples to DNA profiles in the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s national Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) database can identify unknown assailants (see Burg, Kahn, & Welch, 2011). Matching a suspect’s DNA profile, usually obtained voluntarily or by court order, with a DNA profile obtained from the victim’s body can be powerful evidence against a suspect’s claim that the assault was fabricated. The forensic medical examination of the victim is by far the most common source of biological evidence in sexual assault case in arrest cases (McEwen, 2011). Although we are not aware of any data on the number of the examinations conducted, the International Association of Forensic Nurses (IAFN), whose members conduct many examinations, has grown from 72 members in 1992 (IAFN, n.d.) to 3,161 in 2014 (IAFN, 2014), suggesting substantially greater attention to forensic evidence collection in recent decades. Forensic examinations require a substantial commitment, especially from victims, who undergo procedures that are often long, uncomfortable, and emotionally demanding (U.S. Department of Justice, Office on Violence Against Women, 2013) with the hope of gaining evidence leading to criminal justice action. Yet little research has examined the extent to which biological and DNA evidence is related to making an arrest. The current study examines this
relationship. An important part of the analysis concerns the timing of crime laboratoy results, as biological evidence can only be a causal factor in those arrests that occur after crime laboratory analysis has been completed.

The Relationship of Biological Evidence to Arrest and the Issue of Timing

Du Mont and White (2007) reviewed several early studies (predating use of DNA) that examined the relationship between a laboratory finding of sperm and arrest or the related outcome of filing criminal charges. No study found a significant relationship. Two studies in the DNA era, Johnson, Peterson, Sommers, and Baskin (2012) and Tasca, Rodriguez, Spohn, and Koss (2013), found that biological evidence was significantly related to arrest in multivariable logistic regression models (Johnson et al.’s variable was lab-examined evidence and Tasca et al.’s was forensic evidence). R. Campbell, Patterson, Bybee, and Dworkin’s (2009) multivariable analysis found that the presence of a DNA profile was significantly related to greater progress in the criminal justice system, as measured by the following ordinal variable: (a) not referred by the police for prosecution, (b) referred to the prosecutor but not warranted for prosecution, (c) warranted by the prosecutor but later dropped or acquitted, and (d) guilty plea or conviction.

However, Johnson et al. (2012) identified a problem with interpreting the relationship between biological evidence and arrest: In their study, the arrest preceded the analysis of physical evidence (including both biological and other physical evidence) in 98.4% of cases that had both. In such cases, biological evidence could not have a causal impact on arrest because it was not available when the arrest was made. Tasca et al. (2013) did not measure timing quantitatively, but their qualitative analysis of narratives in police reports indicated similarly that most arrests took place before crime laboratory analysis had been conducted. Both Johnson et al. and Tasca et al. suggest that the statistical relationship between biological evidence and arrest may have been a function of the victim’s willingness to undergo an examination, echoing previous research on police officers’ decision to arrest (Alderden, 2008; Bouffard, 2000). Tasca et al.‘s qualitative analysis suggested that officers’ anticipation of the availability of biological evidence once a medical examination was completed and the greater credibility they accorded victims who decided to have an examination were factors in the arrest decision. Without knowing more about timing, it is difficult to interpret R. Campbell et al.’s (2009) finding relating DNA evidence to progress in the criminal justice system. DNA may have contributed to criminal justice decision making in these
cases, but it is also possible that cases that progressed on other grounds were later more likely to yield DNA evidence.

**Current Study**

This analysis first examined the timing of crime laboratory reports and arrests to identify those cases in which DNA evidence was available and could have had an effect on the arrest decision. It then examined whether DNA evidence is more frequent in these cases than in cases with no arrest or cases in which the arrest preceded the crime laboratory report. This article was adapted from the authors’ National Institute of Justice final report (Cross et al., 2014), with some new analyses.

**Method**

**Data Sources**

Data were obtained from four data sources: (a) the Provider Sexual Crime Report (PSCR) database, a data set derived from standardized reports that the Massachusetts Executive Office of Public Safety and Security (EOPSS) has required since 1999 from medical examiners in sexual assault cases; (b) standardized forms included in the Massachusetts Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit that document the results of the forensic medical examinations; (c) crime laboratory reports on the results of testing of samples from evidence kits and other samples collected in the investigation; (d) data collection sheets asking for information regarding arrests in the sample; these sheets were mailed by EOPSS for this project to 144 police agencies, of which 141 (97.9%) responded through fax, email, or phone call. Data from the four sources were linked via a common set of unique identifiers connecting two or more data sets at a time in a “daisy chain fashion,” using IDs assigned to the evidence kit and by the police to the crime incident. PSCR data were downloaded directly, but most data were hand-coded. Project researchers entered data from crime laboratory reports and evidence kit forms at two crime laboratories in the state, where the kits were stored, and also entered data sent by police.

**Sampling Procedure**

A retrospective sampling frame was used that included sexual assault forensic medical examinations statewide from 2008 through 2010 that were in the PSCR database \((n = 3,530)\). Because of the time and resource demands of coding paper files, only a sample of the total \(N\) could be included in the sample. Because cases with victims less than 12 years old had a special
pediatric examination with different data forms (see Meunier-Sham, Cross, & Zuniga, 2013), and because these cases were likely to be very different, we analyzed them separately (see Cross et al., 2014). The final sample here consisted of 528 cases of sexual assault involving victims of 12 years and older, excluding cases that were not reported to police and cases without evidence kit numbers. See Cross et al. (2014) for further details on methodology.

**Variables**

In this analysis, a number of demographic and assault characteristics included in the PSCR database and kit documents were used to describe the sample. Relevant dates were coded from kit documents, crime laboratory reports, and the data sheet completed by police agencies. A set of yes/no variables were coded from crime laboratory reports to represent whether different forms of biological and DNA evidence were found: sperm, saliva, blood, DNA profile of the assailant developed, DNA matched to suspect, and DNA hits in the CODIS offender database and in the CODIS investigation database. An arrest yes/no variable was coded from police responses.

**Results**

**Sample Characteristics**

The vast majority of victims (95.8%) were female and their mean age was 26.5 years. Although the majority of victims in the sample were White non-Hispanic, Black non-Hispanic and Hispanic–Latino victims appeared to be overrepresented relative to the Massachusetts state population in 2010. Although it was beyond our scope to carry out a detailed comparison taking into account age, the sample percentage of 9.2% for Black non-Hispanic was significantly higher than 6.6%, the percentage of Massachusetts residents identified as Black or African American in the 2010 United States Census (see U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.), $\chi^2(1, N = 519) = 5.91, p < .015$. Also, the sample percentage of 17.1% for Hispanic or Latino was significantly higher than 9.6%, the percentage of Massachusetts residents identified as Hispanic or Latino in the 2010 United States Census, $\chi^2(1, N = 519) = 35.84, p < .001$. Over two thirds (67.9%) of victims were assaulted by someone known to them.

**Frequency of Biological Evidence and Police Outcomes**

Almost all cases (99.4%) had completed forensic evidence kits, and 77.4% of cases were tested by the crime laboratory. Some form of biological evidence (semen, sperm, saliva, blood, and/or other biological materials) was found in
65.3% of the total sample and in 84.6% of cases in which kits were analyzed. A DNA match to a suspect in the case was found in 7.6% of cases in the total sample, a DNA match to a convicted offender in CODIS in 4.4% and a DNA match to another investigation in CODIS in 1.9%. Police founded 64.3% of cases in the total sample, that is, found sufficient reason to suspect a crime had occurred, to pursue an investigation, and possibly to make an arrest. Arrests occurred in 26.6% of cases in the total sample.

**Timing of Case Events**

The median time between assault and examination was 12 hours, and 94% of the victims had a forensic medical examination within 72 hours. The median time span from assault to arrest was 1 day; 93.5% occurred within 90 days. The median time span for the evidence kit to arrive at the crime laboratory was 8 days after the examination, and the median time from kit arrival at the crime laboratory to laboratory report to the police was 43 days. Thus, the vast majority of arrests occurred well before crime laboratory analysis could even be conducted. In only eight cases did the arrest follow forensic results being reported to police. An additional three cases had arrests only a day or two before the crime laboratory report; it is reasonable to infer in these three cases that crime laboratory results were likely known prior to the arrest. The 11 cases represent 2.1% of the total sample ($N = 528$) and 8.5% of arrests ($n = 130$).

**Biological Evidence When the Crime Laboratory Report Preceded Arrest**

Because they are the only cases in which biological evidence found by the crime laboratory could have influenced the arrest decision, we examined the frequency of biological evidence in these 11 cases compared with cases in which the arrest was made before crime laboratory analysis and cases with no arrest (comparisons made for sperm, blood, saliva, other biological products, and any biological product). The 11 cases did not differ from other cases on the presence of biological products, except that evidence of saliva was actually significantly more common when arrests took place before crime laboratory analysis (50.4%) than in the 11 cases of later arrest (18.2%) or in nonarrest cases (28.7%), $\chi^2(2, N = 398) = 18.52, p < .001$.

Ten of the 11 cases had valid data on DNA. Eight of these cases had a DNA profile of the assailant, a rate (80.0%) significantly higher than for other arrests (41.2%) and for nonarrests (30.5%), $\chi^2(2, N = 393) = 13.278$,
In five of the 10 cases, there was a match between DNA from a suspect and the assailant DNA profile, again a significantly higher rate (50.0%) than in other arrest cases (17.5%) and nonarrest cases (5.2%), $\chi^2(2, N = 393) = 32.08, p < .001$. Three of the 10 cases had a DNA hit to another investigation in CODIS, which again was a significantly higher rate (30.0%) than in other arrests (1.8%) and in nonarrests (1.9%; because of small cell sizes, this was tested with a Monte Carlo exact test, $p = .001$). Two of the 10 cases also had a DNA hit to a convicted offender in CODIS. Although this represented a higher rate (20%) than in other arrests (5.3%) and in nonarrests (5.2%), this difference was not statistically significant (Monte Carlo exact test, $p = .13$).

**Discussion**

As in other studies, (Briody, 2002; Johnson et al., 2012; Tasca et al., 2013) the vast majority of arrests took place before crime laboratory analysis. In the present sample, this was mostly due to how quickly arrests occurred and not due to delays at the crime laboratory. Many arrests for sexual assault may be “quick clearance” cases requiring little investigation (see Puckett & Lundman, 2003), in which officers were able to identify the suspect quickly and obtain nonbiological evidence to support probable cause. The percentage of cases in which crime laboratory analysis was conducted prior to arrests was higher in our study (8.5%) than in Johnson et al.’s (1.6%), because Johnson et al. included cases without medical examinations.

**DNA Evidence in the Few Arrests Made After Crime Laboratory Analysis**

This is the first study to examine the frequency of biological evidence in cases in which laboratory analysis came first and therefore could have influenced the arrest decision. The few cases in which an arrest was made close to or after the crime laboratory analysis were significantly more likely than other arrests and nonarrests to have a DNA profile generated, a DNA match to an identified suspect, and a DNA match to another investigation in CODIS. Given that the probable cause needed to make an arrest was presumably established only after crime laboratory analysis was available, DNA may have helped lead to the arrest in these cases. However, these results should be interpreted very cautiously, because statistically significant results in early, small studies can have inflated effect sizes and often do not replicate in future studies (see, for example, Ioannidis, 2008). This finding is a first step. More data in larger samples are needed to assess the degree to which obtaining
biological evidence makes a difference in arresting some perpetrators. This research could potentially provide empirical support for the investment in technology, personnel, and training that makes biological evidence available in these cases. Given the overrepresentation of people of color in the study population, these results could have added implications for social justice.

**Limitation of the Impact of Biological Evidence**

Case flow in the criminal justice response to sexual assault has been described as a funnel, with an ever narrowing number of cases because of attrition at each step (see, for example, Siegel & Worrall, 2014). Many cases are not reported to police and many investigations do not lead to arrests. Improvements in recovering biological evidence may have modest effects on arrest rates, because the vast majority of arrests occur before crime laboratory analysis has taken place. Nevertheless, biological evidence can be the determining factor in some cases (e.g., if assailants cannot be identified without it).

However, if improvements in recovering biological evidence catch more serial offenders through CODIS, that may increase the impact of biological evidence on arrest rates. Testing backlogged forensic evidence kits has identified suspects who appear to be serial rapists (Campbell, Fehler-Cabral, et al., 2015; Campbell, Shaw, & Fehler-Cabral, 2015; B. Campbell & Wells, 2014). Lisak and Miller (2002) found that while only 6.4% of undergraduate men surveyed reported committing rape, 63% of those rapists reported multiple offenses. These findings are consistent with research showing that a small proportion of offenders are responsible for a significant number of crimes (see Kleinman, 2009). More effective use of DNA to catch serial rapists may augment the impact of biological evidence.

**Study Limitations**

The small sample of cases in which crime laboratory analysis preceded arrest is an obvious limitation. This study also has only limited information from police, so it is impossible to tell how biological evidence was used and the arrest decision made. It is also impossible to distinguish from our data whether biological evidence came from forensic medical examinations or other sources (e.g., crime scene investigations), so we cannot assess the unique contribution of medical examinations in producing biological evidence.

**Future Research**

To increase sample sizes, researchers could oversample cases without an arrest in the 30 days following assault, as these cases are more likely to
have biological evidence before arrest (Cross et al., 2014), or could use a case control study design, matching cases with no arrests to cases with an arrest following crime laboratory analysis. Studies could include multiple jurisdictions over an extended time. Future research should analyze police files to explore how biological evidence was used. Researchers could record whether there was a need to identify the perpetrator or to corroborate the victim’s account in the face of counter-claims by the assailant, whether laboratory analysis was done routinely or in response to a specific police or prosecutor request, whether and when specimens were taken from the suspect, and whether biological evidence spurred investigative and prosecutorial actions such as search warrants or subpoenas. Researchers could supplement case data collection with interviews with medical examiners, police, crime laboratory professionals, and prosecutors to explore policies and practices for using biological evidence and how they influence the arrest decision.

Because most assailants are known and the most common defense to charges of sexual assault is consent rather than denial of sexual contact (Spohn & Tellis, 2014), the impact of biological evidence on criminal justice outcomes will likely always be limited. More research is needed on other types of evidence, such as witnesses who can corroborate the victims’ account of the assault, and other methods to improve law enforcement response to victims, such as specialized law enforcement training on sexual assault (see Spohn & Tellis, 2014).
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